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Abstract. S. M. Shah and S. Y. Trimble have discovered that the behavior of an

analytic function/(z) is strongly influenced by the radii of univalence of its derivatives

fM(z) (« = 0, 1, 2,.. .). In this paper many of Shah and Trimble's results are extended

to large classes of locally univalent functions with locally univalent derivatives. The

work depends on the concept of the *fl-radius of a locally univalent function that is

introduced and developed in this paper. Ch. Pommerenke's definition of a linear

invariant family of locally univalent functions and the techniques of that theory are

employed in this paper. It is proved that the universal linear invariant families *„

are rotationally invariant. For fixed f(z) in *„, it is shown that the function

r -*■ order [f(rz)/r] (0 < rg 1) is a continuous increasing function of r.

1. Introduction. In a recent series of papers [8], [9], [10], Shah and Trimble

have investigated the properties of a function that is analytic in the unit disc and

for which the radii of univalence of the derivatives fn\z) (n=0, 1, 2,...) are

restricted in various ways. In this paper we generalize many of their results by

replacing univalence with local univalence and replacing the radius of univalence

with the ^-radius (a quantity explained in §4). The concept of ^„-radius is more

general than that of radius of univalence. In general it is very difficult to compute

the radius of univalence of a function. However, in many instances we can compute

the ^¿--radius when we cannot determine the radius of univalence. The notion of

^-radius stems from the concept of the universal linear invariant families of order

a which were first introduced by Pommerenke [6]. This paper is a continuation of

the theme that many theorems concerning univalence find a better setting in the

context of linear invariant families of locally univalent functions [2], [6].

For each universal linear invariant family Qla the quantity

a = sup{|/"(0)/2| :fe%}

is very important [6]. In Theorem 2 we obtain an asymptotic estimate for

sup |/"(0)/2[ when additional restrictions are placed on all of the derivatives
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/<n)(z), n=l, 2,.... The important operator/^/ (fr(z)=f(rz)/r, 0<r^l) gives

rise to a function, order/. Theorem 3 shows that order/ is a monotone continuous

function of r, 0<r= 1. The use of the function order/ yields estimates on the %t-

radius (jSiïa) for the class ^a (Theorem 4), and leads to the interesting conclusion

that the families ^a are rotationally invariant (Theorem 5). Theorems 6 and 7

show that an analytic function must be transcendental entire if one imposes

certain growth conditions on the ^-radii of the derivatives fw(z), n=0, 1,2,....

Theorems 8 and 9 state the relations between the growth rate of the ^-radius of

the derivatives and the order and type of an entire function. Theorems 10 and 11

show that control of the ^-radius on certain sequences of a function's derivatives

is sufficient to force a function to be entire.

2. Preliminary linear invariant concepts. We begin by stating some of the basic

definitions and results of the theory of linear invariant families of locally univalent

analytic functions.

Let ß be the set of all Möbius transformations of D onto D, where

D={z: |z|<l}.

Pommerenke has defined [6] a family of functions of the form f(z) = z + • ■ •

which are analytic and locally univalent (f'(z)^0) in D to be a linear invariant

family if and only if for every ¡f>(z) e f, the function

n n a i^i    /Wz))-/(*(0))     „.
(11) A^(z)] =  f(0)./'(*(0))  = z+ - '

is again a member of the family.

Linear invariant families exist in great profusion. The set of normalized univalent

functions (/»-valent functions) which is denoted by Sf (¿Ç) is linear invariant.

Normalized convex functions, close-to-convex functions and functions with a

fixed bound on the boundary rotation are all linear invariant families.

If J¿ is a linear invariant family, then the order of JÍ is defined as [6]

a = sup{|/"(0)/2| :f(z)eJ¿}.

We let °Ua denote the union of all linear invariant families of order at most a.

The (universal) family %a is itself linear invariant and has the following properties.

If a < 1, then <%la is empty [6, p. 117]. If/(z) belongs to <Ma, then we have the inequality

(2.2) |/"(0)/2| = a

which is of fundamental importance. The radius of convexity of <%a is [a—(a2 — 1 )1/2]

[6, p. 133].
If f(z) is analytic and locally univalent in D, then we can consider the linear

invariant family J((f) which it generates ; namely,

•*(f) = {A,r/iz)]:#z)6/}.
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We define the order of /(z) to be the order of the linear invariant family generated

by/(z). As an aid in computing the order of/(z), abbreviated order/ we have

[6, p. 115]

A*[/(z)]" I
(2.3) order/ = sup

zeD

_.+iJ-]z\2)f"iz)
= sup

I       /'CO I

where the last supremum is taken over all </>iz) of the form <£(z)=(z + £)/(l + £z) with

|£| < 1. For the ease of notation, we let

tizj) = ..(i-MVfr)
+      2      f'iz)

We have the following facts concerning the order of well-known families. The

family ¿8 is contained in %2 [6, P- 115]. Close-to-convex functions of order ß are in

Wß + x [7, p. 182]. Functions whose boundary rotation is bounded by A are in ^la

where a = A/2-rr. The family ^, is precisely the set of all normalized convex univalent

functions [6, p. 134].

For each «>1, <%a contains the function (2/y)-1([(l+z)/(l-z)]il'-l)

(y=(a2-1)1'2) which has order (1 +y2)112 and infinite valence [6, p. 128]. Thus the

family %2, which contains £7 and for which many of the theorems of univalent

function theory hold, is larger than y to the point of including functions of

infinite valence.

3. Admissible properties.

Definition [10]. Let/(z) be analytic in D and possess a certain property sé in

D. The property sé is called an admissible property if

(1) whenever/(z) has sé, then/'(0)^0,

(2) whenever /(z) has sé, then the function Fiz) = bfz) + c has sé for all b, c

complex numbers with b^O.

If sé is an admissible property, let 3~isé) be the set of all/(z) = z+ • • • which are

analytic in D and for which /(n)(z) has sé for all «^0. Let Aisé) = A

= sup{[a2| :fesTisé)}.

Shah and Trimble prove the following basic theorem concerning &~isé) :

Theorem 1 [10]. If sé is an admissible property and A<co, then, for any fz)

= z + Z?=2akzk incisé),

(1) fiz) is an entire transcendental function of order 1, and exponential type ^2A,

(2) |afc|á(2^)k-VA:!,« = l,2,...,

(3) \fiz)\^iexp{2A\z\}-l)/2A, 0^|z|<œ,

(4) |/(n)(z)| S(2A)n~1 exp (2A\z\), 0g |z| <oo, näl.

We say that/has property S if/is univalent in D, and that/has property Kiff

is univalent and /(/)) is a convex set. These are both admissible properties, and

Shah and Trimble show that tt/2gAiS)< 1.7208 and \^AiK)<.68379. However,

univalence and convexity of a mapping function are far stronger than being merely
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admissible properties; each of these properties can be used to generate linear

invariant families. In fact we can apply Theorem 1 to the families %a. We say that

f(z) has the property W(a) if and only if (/(z)-/(0))//'(0) is in Wa.

Theorem 2. The property ^(a) is admissible. Let y(<%(a)) be the set of all f(z)

= z + 2"=2 akzk such thatfm(z) has W(a)for all n^O. Let

^(a) = sup{|a2| :feF(%(a))}.

Then (a + (a2—l)ll2)/2^A(a)^a. In particular as a—> oo, A(a) is arbitrarily close

to a.

Proof. It is trivial to verify that ^(a) is an admissible property. Furthermore

since/(z)s(/(z)-/(0))//'(0) e <%a we have ^(^(a))^^a and hence A(a)^a.

We now examine the function/(z)=(eaa— l)/a where aïï 1. This function has the

peculiar property that

(f^(Z)-f^(o))ir+i\o)^f(z)

for all « = 0. We now calculate the order of f(z) using (2.3) :

(1-r2) 1 /      1\
r+^a   =î(a + -)-

Thus f(z)=(eaz-l)/a is in 3T(^(a)) where a = (a+l/a)/2. The inequality A(a)

^(cc + (a2-iy2)/2 folio.vs from the observation that f"(0)/2=a/2.

Since a^A(a)^(a + (a2-1)1/2)/2, we see that

\<x-A(ct)\ S l/[2(a + (a2-l)1/2)]^0    asa->00.

Thus asymptotically, A(a) = a. This concludes the proof of the theorem.

One can modify in various ways the notion that f(z) has property °U(a). For

example, we could say that/(z) has property sé if (f(z)—f(0))/f'(0) is in ^la n £f,

or °Ua n yp or <^a n M where JÍ is any linear invariant family. The difficulty with

each of these modifications is the determination of a suitable lower bound for A(a).

Theorem 2 shows that it is not the geometric property of univalence or convexity

on the normalized derivatives of/(z) that forces/(z) to be an entire function of

exponential type, rather it is the local univalence and the finite order of the family

which is doing the work.

4. The ^/¿-radius. Throughout the remainder of this paper the symbols a and ß

will always be arbitrary real numbers = 1.

The requirement of §3 that all of the normalized derivatives of a function be in

y or <%a is very restrictive. In order to force a function to be entire, Shah and Trim-

ble found it sufficient to control the radius of univalence of the nth derivative.

For the families ^a, we have found that it is appropriate to replace the radius

of univalence by a quantity that we call the ^-radius (defined below). Thus we

proceed to develop the appropriate tools to apply this idea to the families Qla.

sup
zeD

-z +
(i-N2) sup

0Sr<l
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We say that /(z) has a radius of univalence R at the origin, if the disc Z)(0, R)

is the largest disc centered at the origin in which/(z) is univalent; equivalently, R

is the largest positive real number such that [fRz) -/(0)]/(/?/'(0)) is in ¿8. It is

therefore natural to define the ^ig-radius of a function fiz) as the largest positive

real number r such that

(4.1) (/(rz)-/(0))/r/'(0)£^.

In particular, we note that if (/(rz)-/(0))/r/'(0) is in <ttlt then (/(rz)-/(0))/r/'(0)

is convex [6, p. 134]. Thus the ^-radius of a function is the same as the radius of

convexity of a function. Since S8<=<%2, the ^2-radius of a function is never less

than its radius of univalence. Since it is the order property of a function which is

often of importance in applications and not the geometrical property of univalence

(see [2]), the ^¿-radius is a meaningful quantity.

We confine our investigations to the ^-radius for the class <%a. The %-radius

for the class <%a is the largest positive real number r such that for all/in ^la we have

ifirz) -fiO))/rfiO) in *,.
For the function

(4.2) /«.¿(g±jj'_i).       .fcl,

Pommerenke has shown that order/= a [6, p. 117], and therefore the ^-radius for

<%a is precisely 1 if ß ^ a.

Lemma 1. An analytic function /(z) has a %-radius ^R if and only if

sup
zsD

-¡+üzmRtm £ß.

Proof. This follows immediately from (4.1) and (2.3).

If/(z)£^a, then (/(rz)-/(0))/r/'(0) is just frz)/r. This latter operation is of

great importance to univalent function theory since in many cases results for the

whole class S" can be derived from the more tractable subclass of functions

univalent and analytic on D.

For functions in ^ca, one should expect an intimate relation between the <%B-

radius and the order of the function/(z) =frz)/r for fixed r, 0 < r ^ 1. We therefore

examine how the order of fiz) changes with r.

Lemma 2. Iffz) has order a, then order/ á (a — l)r +1 for 0 < r ^ 1. In particular

ifa> 1, andO<r< 1, then order/<a.

Proof. We fix r (0<r< 1) and we fix/(z) with order a. It suffices (see (2.3)) to

show for any ¿(z) = (z + 9/(l+&), |£|<1, that if g(z) = A0[/r(z)] then |*'(0)/2|

We let

J.*f\        ^        t*       z + 9*jQ) ,       , ,        y*iz)-y*iO)
y*iz) = rfiiz),   o)(z) = - and   v(z) =  T T  —•

l+¿*(0)z l-y*iO)9*iz)
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It is easy to check that

g(z) = KlfÁz)] = A,.r/(z)] = Aa.x[f(z)] = Ax[Aa[f(z)]] = Ax[h(z)]

where h(z) = Am[f(z)] e % (see [6, p. 118]).

Easy calculations show that

(4.2) g'(0)/2 = k"(0)/*'(0)+W'(0)x'(0),

and

x(z) = rz(l-\t\2)l((l-r%z+\-r2\t\2),

and hence

(4.3) |X'(0)| = r(l-|£|2)/(l-r2|£|2)^r,

(4.4) |x"(0)/x'(0)|/[2(l-|x'(0)|)] = (l+r)K|/(l+r|a2) ^ 1.

Since h(z) e %a we have

(4.5) |A"(0)/2| = a.

Putting (4.2), (4.4) and (4.5) together we find that

i|g'(0)| = i|x"(0)/x'(P)| +i[«"(0)| |x'(0)|

Ú l-\x'(0)\ + \x'(0)\a Í (*-l)r+\.

If a > 1, then we note that equality can hold in (4.6) if and only if \x'(0)\ = r which

is the case if and only if r— 1 (see (4.3)). This concludes the proof of the Lemma.

Theorem 3. Let the order off(z) be a. Then order/ is a nondecreasing continuous

function of r for re(0, 1]. Furthermore, order/ is strictly increasing for r ^ the

radius of convexity of f(z). Finally,

(4.7) order/ ^ l+(a-l)r

and if a> 1, equality holds in (4.7) if and only ifr=l.

Proof. We begin by showing that order/ is monotone nondecreasing. If

0 < r < s we let G(z) =fs(z). Then /(z) = Gr,s(z) and by Lemma 2

(4.8) order/ = (order/-l)r/.s + l S order/.

If r> radius of convexity of f(z), we know that order/> 1 and hence in (4.8)

we have strict inequality; that is, order/ is strictly increasing for r>radius of

convexity of /(z).

We now show that order/ is a left continuous function for r e (0, 1). We let

M=max \f"(rz)/f'(rz)\ for ze D. Clearly M is finite since r e (0, 1) is fixed. For

e>0, we choose èx and S2 such that 81M<e/4, and if s is in 0<r— 82<s<r then

max
zeB

f"(rz)   f"(sz)
f'(rz)   f'(sz)

< e/4.
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If we let S = min (8l5 S2) then

^(l-|z|2)f f"jrz)\     If'jrz)   f"jsz)\]

-       2       L1        ' /'(") II f'(rz)    fisz)\\
<2

for all sin()<r-h<s<r. But by Lemma 2, order/ Corder/. We now choose z0

so that i(z0,/) = order/ and apply (4.9) to show that order/^ order/-e. Thus,

for r — 8<s<r we have that order/Corder/S order/ —e, hence order/ is left

continuous. The proof that order/ is right continuous is identical except for

choosing z0 so that i(z0,/) = order/.

We are using Theorem 4.3 of [3], with an obvious gloss that order/r>l, to

guarantee that there is a z0 in D such that i(z0,/) = order/.

For continuity at r = 1, we choose z0 so that i(z0,/) is within e/2 of order/ and

then choose s so that ?(z0,/s) is within e/2 of i(z0,/). Thus

(4.10) order/ g tiz0,fs) + e ^ order/ + e ^ orderf+e.

Since order/ is increasing in /, we have shown from (4.10) that order/— e

border/border/for s<t< 1 which shows that order/ is continuous on the left

atr=l.

Finally (4.7) follows directly from Lemma 2 which concludes the proof of

Theorem 3.

Theorem 4. If Rß is the °llß-radius for the class °Ua, then

(4.11) max[[a-ia2-l)ll2],iß-l)/ia-l)] ^Rßi [ß + iß2-l)ll2][a-ia2-l)112].

Proof. Since the families <%a are nested, it is clear that the ^-radius for any class

of functions is never less than the ^-radius (radius of convexity) of the class.

But the radius of convexity of f/a is [a —(a2— l)1'2]. Furthermore for

r = 0S-l)/(a-l)

we obtain from Theorem 3 that

sup
zeD

;^-\A2)rf"(rz) S ia-l)r+l =ß.
2 firz) |

Thus Rß^r = iß— l)/(a— 1) which implies

maxKa-ta2-!)1'2),^-!)/^-!)] ^ Rß.

To establish the right-hand side of (4.11), we consider the function /(z)

= ieaz-l)lae% for a = a + (a2-l)1/2. We use Lemma 1 and for

R = iß+iß*-iyi2)ia-ia2-iy'2),
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we find that

sup   -z + V^^rÇM   =sup|- f+íidíüíos + GEP-l)»»)!
zeD L J  K^z) zsD  I ¿

=   sup   \r + {±^-l(ß + (ß2-iy<2)\=ß,
OSr<l  \_ I J

since the maximum of r + (\ -r2)(ß + (ß2-l)ll2)/2 occurs at r = (ß+(ß2-l)ll2y1.

It is easy to check that no larger value of R is possible and therefore the ^-radius

of/(z) = (ea2-l)/a is precisely (ß + (ß2- l)ll2)(a-(a2- l)1'2). This establishes the

upper bound for Re and completes the proof of the theorem.

We remark that the theorem yields the precise ^-radius in the case of ß= 1 or

ß = a.

The preceding proof enables us to prove as an easy corollary the following known

result [6, p. 133].

Corollary 1. The radius of convexity ofWa is precisely (a-(a2-1)1'2).

Proof. For any/(z) e <%a, we obtain from (2.3) that

Re(l+z/"//'(z)) ^ (|z|2-2a|z| + l)/(l-|z|2).

Thus all/(z) in %„ are convex in \z\ ^(a —(a2 —l)1'2). The previous proof explicitly

displays a function in °Ua for which this number cannot be exceeded.

One notes for the family ÍQ¿2 that both the Kobe function f(z) = z/(\ —z)2 and the

function g(z) = [e(2+v3)2 — 1 ]/(2+\/3) have the smallest possible radius of convexity,

namely 2—\fi, and both have order precisely 2. Yet the two functions are in no

manner equivalent. The function/(z) is analytic and univalent in \z\ < 1 (rational

and bivalent in |z|<oo); the function g(z) is entire and has infinite valence in

\z\ <co. This nonuniqueness of extremal functions in %a contrasts sharply with the

usual situation for elementary extremal problems in the class if'. Similar non-

uniqueness examples arise for the problem of max |a2| in ^a or even in ^a n ¿f.

We note that since a starlike function is univalent, Corollary 2.5 of Pommerenke

[6, p. 134] assures us that for the class %a, the radius of univalence, Ru, of °tta

satisfies

(4.12) 1/a g R* £ tanh (7r/2(a2- l)1'2).

We now establish a fundamental lemma that relates the radius of univalence of a

function f(z) with the ^„-radius of f(z).

Lemma 3. If f(z) is analytic in \z\ < 1 and has <%ß-radius rß, then its radius of

univalence, ru, satisfies the inequality:

(4.13) jB-Lr, âr.â ^(2 + ^3).

Proof. Since /(z) has ^¿¡-radius rB, we know that

(4.14) F(z) = (f(rez)-f(0))/(rß fi'(0)) e %.
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Hence by (4.12), the radius of univalence of F(z) is no less than l/ß. From (4.14),

it follows that the radius of univalence of/(z) is no less than rß/ß which establishes

the left-hand side of (4.13).

We shall examine two cases to establish the right-hand side. If 2f£J8<oo, then

clearly rugr2^re^rB(2 + y/3), where r2 is the ^¡¡-radius of /(z). However, if

1 ̂  ß í£ 2 we can only state that ru ̂  r2. Since

G(z) = (/(r2z)-/(0))/(r2./'(0)) £ %,

Theorem 4 guarantees that C(z) has a ^-radius r(G)^^(2 + \/3)~1. Therefore

GirjG)Bz)-GiO) _fir2-rjG)ß-z)-fiO)

riG)ßG'iO)     -     r2-riG)e-fiO)        **'

Hence, by definition of rß, we must have rB^r2-riG)B and consequently

ruèr2ï rßiriOß]'1 ú r,(2 + V3)

which concludes the lemma.

We say that a family of functions ¡F is purely rotationally invariant if whenever

fz) is in &, then e ~ iefieiez) is also in & for all 0 á 0 ̂  2ir. A family of functions 3F

is contractionally invariant if whenever/(z) is in !W, then frz)/r is also in ¡F for all

0<rsn. Starlike functions, convex functions, close-to-convex functions and y

itself are examples of purely rotationally invariant families and contractionally

invariant families. Kirwan has defined a family of functions ^ to be rotationally

invariant if it is both purely rotationally and contractionally invariant. Rotational

invariance is a property of great value in the study of extremal problems by varia-

tional methods [4]. Thus it is of some interest that the family <%« is not only linearly

invariant but also rotationally invariant.

Theorem 5. The family *%„ is a rotationally invariant family for all aTtl.

Proof. Use of (2.1) with </>iz) = elez shows that ffla is purely rotationally invariant.

Theorem 3 shows that if /(z) in %a, then the order of/(z) is no greater than a,

hence/(z) is in %a for all 0<r^ 1. Therefore aUa is also contractionally invariant.

For our purposes, the rotational invariance of the family °Ua shows that the

^-radius has the important property of being a monotone function of ß.

5. Derivatives with variable ^-radius. We first note that if /(z) is an analytic

function in D then fn\z) will have a positive ^-radius rniß) = rn if and only if

/(n + 1>(0) = («+l)!an+i^0. Thus the eventual nonvanishing of the coefficients ak

of /(z) = 2i?=o flfc2" w'" have strong implications for any question concerning the

limiting behavior of the ^-radii of the derivatives of fz). We therefore introduce

the following definitions due to Shah and Trimble [9].

Let/(z) be an analytic function in \z\ <R (/? may be infinite). We say that/(z)

has property A at N if there is a nonnegative integer A such that for all n ä A,

fln+1 / 0 ; equivalently, rn(j8) > 0.
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The behavior of \ajan+x\ restricts the radius of convergence R off(z). Therefore,

we shall say that f(z) has property B at N if there is a positive integer N such that

{\an-x/an\}ñ=N is a positive nondecreasing sequence. Clearly if/(z) has property B

then it must also have property A. Furthermore, if/(z) has property B then it has

radius of convergence i?=lim inf \an-x/a„\ =lim sup \an_x/an\.

Theorem 6. Let f(z) = 2™= o ay?1- Let R denote the radius of convergence off(z)

and let rn(ß) = rn denote the Wß-radius off(n\z), n = 0, 1, 2,_Then

(5.1) lim inf wn ^ 2ßR,
n-»a>

(5.2) /{(log 2)(2+V3)_1 ^ lim sup nrn.
71-. 00

If f(z) has property A at N, then

(5.3) lim inf [n(rN ■ ■ ■ rn)lln] = 2ßeR.
n-* oo

Iff(z) has property B at N, then

(5.4) F(log 2)(2 +V3)_1 Û lim inf nrn S lim sup nrn ^ 2ßR.
n-* oo n-. oo

Proof. If f(z) does not have property A, then rn=0 for infinitely many n and

(5.1) is trivial. On the other hand, if/(z) has A at N, then

FM = [fM(rnz)-f^(0)]/rnrn + 1\0)e%

for all n = N. Thus by our fundamental relation (2.2), |F£(0)/2| ^ß and therefore

(5.5) (n + 2)rn = 2|3|an + 1/an + 2|.

However, lim inf |an/an + 1[ ̂ R and this establishes (5.1). If/(z) has property B,

then we actually have lim sup \ajan + x\ =R which, with (5.5), establishes the

right-hand side of (5.4).

Using (5.5), an induction argument shows that for all k^N+2 we have

|afc| ^ (2ßy-N-1\aN + x\(N+l)\/(rN- ■ -rk.2)k\.

Stirling's estimate shows that (k I)1'* approaches k/e and therefore

1/F = lim sup |afc|1,fc Ú 2/3e/lim inf [k(rN- ■ ■rk.2)llk]
fc-»oo

or

(5.6) lim inf [k(rN ■ ■ ■ rk _ 2)1,k] ^ 2ßeR.

We note that (5.3) is obvious from (5.6) if R=co. If R is finite, then rk<R<co

and lim sup (rk-xrk)llk¿ 1. This fact and (5.6) allow us to conclude that (5.3) is true

for all cases.

If/(z) is an arbitrary analytic function in \z\ <R, Shah and Trimble have shown

[9, p. 315] that for any 0<r<R, there is a sequence {n(p)}p=x of positive integers
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such that r ■ xinip)) ^ Rnipy nip) where RnM is the radius of univalence of/<n(p))(z)

and xin) = n[l—2'1Kn + 2)]. Therefore by Lemma 3 we have that

(5.7) r ■ xinip)) < RMp) ■ nip) í (2 + VWßUp, • nip)

where r(j3)n(p) is the ^-radius of/(n(p))(z). Since lim,,..«, n[l-2~1Kn+2)]=log 2, we

obtain (5.2) from (5.7) by taking the limit supremum.

If /(z) has property B, then we modify the above proof in conjunction with

[9, p. 315] by letting rn= \an-x/an\ = R and obtain

xinip))-rMp) è nip)-RMp) g i2 + ^3)nip)-riß)Mp).

Therefore since lim,,..,,, n[l — 2~1Kn+2)]rn = R log 2, we obtain the left-hand side of

(5.4). This concludes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 2. Let rjß) = rn denote the ^¿g-radius of the nth derivative. If

lim,,-,,*, nrn = oo thenfz) is an entire transcendental function. Iffz) is transcendental

entire, then lim,,-,,» w„ = co. Iffz) is transcendental entire with property B,

then lim sup,,..«, n-rn = ao.

Theorem 7. Letfz) be analytic in D. If there is a positive integer Asuch that for

alln^N

FJz) = L/nz)-/n0)]//(n + 1,(0)e^ni-<

where k>0 and e>0 ikN1'*^ 1), thenfz) is a transcendental entire function.

Proof. If Fniz)e^kni-e for n^N, then Fniz) has a ^-radius greater than or

equal to (ß— l)/(A;«1_e— 1) by Theorem 4 and this implies that lim inf,,..«, nrn = co.

Thus, by Corollary 2, FNiz), hence fz) itself, must be an entire transcendental

function.

We note that the following special cases yield known results :

(a) If e= 1, k=2, we have a generalization of part of Theorem 1 [8].

(b) If e= l,k=l, we have part of Theorem 2 [10].

(c) If e = 1, k ^ 1, we have part of the conclusion of Theorem 2 of this paper.

The converses to the first and second parts of Corollary 2 are false. Indeed with

(5.5) and (4.13) one can make the necessary modifications in Shah and Trimble's

work [9] to generalize their counterexamples to the present setting.

6. Entire functions and the ^-radius of the derivatives. In this section we state

the relations between the order and type of an entire function/(z) and the ^-radius

of fn\z). The advantage of the present setting over that involving the radius of

univalence of/(n)(z) is two-fold: (1) All of the previous estimates are exactly the

same for the much larger class %2. (2) Since the ^-radius involves an explicit

algebraic expression, the determination of the ^-radius is often easier than that of

the radius of univalence. Furthermore, the natural setting for the proofs seems to

be that of the general area of linear invariant families of locally univalent functions.

We begin by proving a technical lemma.
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Lemma 4. Let 0 ^J< oo. If{Xk}k = x is a sequence of real numbers for which there is

an N such that for all k^N we have Xk > 0, then

(6.1) eJ -1 lim inf k'^K^ lim inf k]- \XN ■ ■ ■ Xk)Jlk.
/C-.00 fc-*0O

Proof. We let M=eJ_1 lim inf,,...«, k}~1X{ and assume that 0< M<oo since (6.1)

is certainly true if M=0. Corresponding to £>0, there is an N' = N'(e)>N such

that XkkJ-1>(M-e)e1~J for all k^N'. Hence for k^N',

kJ-\xN...xkyk ^ kJ-\xN.■■xN._xyk.(f\ (M-£)f'J)llk

= (V • ■XN._xyk((M-e)e1-Jk-N' + 1)'k((N'-l)iyj-1)lk(kk/k^J-lw.

Using Stirling's estimate and taking the limit infimum, we observe that the right-

hand side of (6.1) is ^(M—e). Since e is arbitrary, we have established (6.1) in the

case 0á A/<oo. The case of M=oo proceeds exactly as above.

This lemma is needed in Theorem 8 to prove the left-hand inequality of (6.5)

where we let Xk denote the ^-radius of a function with property A.

We shall omit all proofs of our results in this section, since all of these proofs can

be obtained from obvious modifications of the work of Shah and Trimble [9] with

the application of (5.5) and (4.13) in the spirit of Theorem 6 and Theorem 10.

Throughout this section we shall let A be the order and A the lower order of/(z).

If 0< A<oo, let F denote the type and t the lower type of/(z). (For definitions of

these terms see [1].) Let rn(ß) = rn denote the ^-radius of/(n)(z) where ß is a fixed

but arbitrary number = 1.

Lemma 5. Let/(z) = 2r?'=o anzn be defined in \z\ <R(R may be infinite). Let v(r)

denote its central index. For n = \, 2,... we let x(n) = n(l —2~1Kn + 2)). IfO<r<R

and v(r)^2, then

rx(v(r)-\) < 0;(r)-l)-(2 + V3Kr)-i.

Theorem 8. Lei /(z) = 2™= o anzn be an entire transcendental function. Let

8 = lim inf,..,» v(r)/r. Then

(6.2) liminflog(max[l,»rn])^ 1
n-oo log« A

(6.3) ¿i g iimsup fiOitL
A    _    „^oor LlognJ

(6.4) (log 2)(2+V3) -x = lim sup rn.
TI-.00

If0< A<co andf(z) has property A at N, then

(2B)AeA~1
(6.5) eA-i lim inf nA~ V* = lim inf /r^Ov • -rnyin S ^nf-

n-» oo n-* oo I\ 1
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In any case,

(6.6) lim inf nA" Va Ú (2ß)A/AT.
n~* oo

Corollary 3. If\<\, then lim sup^« rn = co. If A~l then

c^+v3)-1 * q°8 2X2+v3)-^ s lim sup ̂
t O n-»oo

In particular, if 8 = 0, fnen lim sup,,.,«, r„ = co.

Corollary 4. //"   A>1,   iAen   lirninf,,..» rn=0.   If   A=l,   ?/ien   (2/3)r_1

^ lim inf„_ a, rn. /« particular, if A = 1 and 7 = oo, i/ie« lim inf„_ œ /•„ = 0.

We shall see in the remaining results that if fz) has property B, then we can

obtain information about lim rn rather than just lim inf rn or lim sup rn.

Theorem 9. Let fz)  be  an   entire function   with property   B  at  A.  Let

y=lim sup,..,«, vir)/r. Then

(6.7) lim inf fi^l . 1-A      1-A _ ^        flogrJ§
n-.oo   Llog « J A A n-co    LlognJ

(6.8)

(6.9)

IfO< A<oo, ine«

(log2X2+V3)-^liminf        %
y n->oo y

(log2)(2+V3)-^liminfrng^
o n-»<x> o

Ítt^)A = Atel~A lim SUP (»V • ■r^n*-1 Ú (2j8)A
\^ + V J/ n->oo

and

Ar^-Afiminf (/v • •r,)A¥-1 ^ (2j8)*
/Jog_2_\A<

\2 + V3/    =

Corollary 5. Let fz) be an entire function with property B.

if) If A < 1, then lim„_ «, r„ = oo.

(ii) IfX>l, then lim,,.,«, r„ = 0.

(iii) If A=l, then lim,,..«, rn = 0 if and only ifT=0. //Tim,,.,«, rn = 0, then t = co.

1. Functions with infinitely many r„ = 0. If/(z) does not have property A, then

the conclusion of Theorem 6 that lim inf,,.,« nrn^2ßR is of course trivial, since

r„ = 0 for infinitely many n. Thus Theorem 6 gives us no information for odd

functions, i.e. /(z) = 2"=o fl2n+iZ2n+1- Therefore we shall assume that there is a

sequence of derivatives {fnip)\z)}p =, for which rnip) > 0.

Theorem 10. Let {«(/>)}"= i be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers.

Ler/(z) = 2"=o onzn have a radius of convergence R^l. Let fniv)\z) have °UB-radius
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rn(p)=l. Then

lim inf (rnay ■ • rn(p))1,n<p> Hm inf («(1)- • -n(p))llnM ^ 2ßR.
î>-* oo p-» 00

Proof. Since

fini™(rn(p)z)-f™»(0)

w/(n(p>+1)(0)

by our fundamental relation (2.2) we have the inequality

\f^ + 2\0)-rn(p)/2f^ + 1\0)\ Ï ß

or

(7.1) |flW/0+2]| <¡ ywgyj < yi^+m,
»■«<« ■[«(/>) + 2] rn(p)-n(p)

where for typographical reasons we let a[k] denote ak, the kth coefficient off(z).

As noted before, the radius of univalence of any function in %t is at least l/ß,

hence ßFMp)(z/ß) is in ¡f. By Littlewood's estimate [5, p. 218], the kth coefficient

of Fn(p)(z) is bounded by e ■ k. Therefore,

\ß-rk(-plfiMp) + kXO)/f<-nm + 1)(0)-k\\ < ek

or

(,2) HHp)+m s wm+moh*.

Since (e/c)A:!(«(/))+ l)!/j8(rn(p))'c"1(n(/))+/c)! is decreasing in k, for/?^2, it is easy

to show that for all p ä 27 and all k è 3

gfc-fc!(itf»-H)! 2y8
^„(p^-^^ + A:)!      r„o» •"(/>)

An application of (7.3) to (7.2) and remembering (7.1) yields

\a[n(p)+k]\ < 2ß\a[n(p) + l]\/(rn(pyn(p))

for p = 27 and all A: ̂ 2. By an induction argument, for p ^ 27 and /c such that n(p)

+ l<n(p)+k^n(p+l) + l, we obtain

(7 4) |ar«(o) + /cll < (W-26la[»(27)+l]| (^V-^
(7.4) |fl[»o»)+*]|<    (np=avn(Ä:K(w)    -(TB-i «(*>«)

where ^4 is the obvious constant. Therefore

limsup \anm < _lim sup,-, gfl»™_
iraiwip |afc|      = Hm inf^ m (ni...np)i/nCP, Hm inf^m (rn(i>...,.n(p))i/n<p>

However, lim sup*.-,,» \ak\1,k = l/R and thus

lim inf (nx- ■ -n,,)1*1™ lim inf (rnay ■ ■/•n(J,))1,n(p) = R lim sup (2jS)p'n<"> ^ 2ßR.
p-»oo p-» oo p-»>oo
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Actually Theorem 10 and Shah and Trimble's original Theorem 3 [10] are both

too strong for easy applications.

Theorem 11. If there is a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers {nip)}p=x

such that

(a) liminf^«, (n(l)- • •hQ>))1"1<!,> = oo and

(b) for a function fz), analytic in a neighborhood ofO, lim inf„_«, rn(p)>0,

thenfz) is an entire transcendental function.

Proof. We let lim inf¡,_«, rn(p)=a. Then by our fundamental Lemma 3, we know

that lim inf Rn(p) ̂ a/ß, where Rnlp) is the radius of univalence of/<n(!,))(z). If we

consider the function Fiz) = faz¡ß), then Fiz) is analytic in D and F(n(p))(z) has

radius of univalence, hence ^i2 radius, no less than 1. Thus by Theorem 10, we

obtain the result that Fiz) is entire, and hence that/(z) itself is an entire transcen-

dental function.

Shah and Trimble's corollary [10, p. 454] holds in the following more general

setting.

Corollary 6. If nip +1 )—nip) = o(log (n(/>) +1 )), and lim inf rn(p) > 0, then fz)

is entire. In particular, iffz) is an odd function and lim inf r2n + 1>0, thenfz) is

entire.

I wish to thank Professor John Pfaltzgraff for suggesting this topic, his proof of

the critical Lemma 2, and his valuable suggestions in the preparation of this paper.
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